The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic.

**ACROSS**
1. Hot beverage (6)
4. Relating to planned actions (8)
9. Male voice (5)
10. Made louder (9)
11. Evidently (7)
12. Unconscious (3, 4)
13. Tardy (4)
14. Rebel, insurrectionist (8)
17. Huge (8)
19. Starchy milk pudding (4)
22. Pipe worker (7)
24. Imposing building (7)
25. Strength, depth (9)
26. Garden terrace (5)
27. Massed, crowded (8)
28. Hilltop light (6)

**DOWN**
1. Get about and strike with ultimate weapon (8)
2. Amazing little worker in fleet’s in charge (9)
3. Little hesitation taking foreign currency for job (6)
5. A top player, perhaps, gets assortment turned about (13)
6. Plant article in edited list — quite the opposite (7)
7. Company bearing hidden capital (5)
8. Affected US city performed admirably, at first (2-2-2)
10. Helper’s profession is wildly creative without short sign-off (2, 4, 7)
15. Authentic recitals I organised (9)
16. Endless funny business to have anticlimax (8)
18. Country the French soon put below Belgium (7)
20. Destroyed one left in place (6)
21. Elementary school finishes in simulation exercise (6)
23. Partly interpret tutor the wrong way, say (5)

**Solution 666**